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USING THE APP 
 
Q: What does the HOME tab tell me?  
A: The HOME tab  shows the basic trip information for each student that you have added on your 
app. Typically this will be a morning and afternoon trip. For each trip the app displays the student’s 
name, whether notifications are activated  for the trip, the scheduled pickup and drop- off times 
and the bus number. Trips are displayed in the order of the next pick -up or drop -off time.  
 
Q: What is the envelope icon on the top right of the Home screen?  
A: Your school district transportation departmen t may send messages to parents and others that 
are using the app. Messages may be sent to specific individuals or those with students assigned to 
a specific bus route. App users receive these messages as a notification on their phone. Selecting 
the envelop e icon allows you to see previously received messages.  
 
Q: What do the pickup and drop off times mean?  What about the distance?  
A: On the HOME  tab  
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 RECEIVING NOTIFICATIONS 
 
Q: How can I be notified when my student gets on or off the bus?   
A: Setting notification  zones in the app allows you to receive alerts 
whe n the bus enters the zone that you define around your stu-
dent’s bus stop. The notification zone is centered on the bus stop 
and can have a radius from 0 to 2 miles. Notifications are set and 
zones are created under the SETTINGS tab. Notifications are 
based  on the bus location. Some districts provide  notification s 
when students “swipe on” or “swipe off” the bus. This information 
is stored on  the “WHERE’S MY CHILD” option on the STUDENT tab . 
 
 
Q: When will I get notifications as the bus arrives at the bus sto p?  
A: You can receive notifications for the morning bus stop or the 
afternoon bus stop or both. Set a notification zone for each. Each 
can have a different radius. Set it to one that makes the most 
sense for each bus route. Further, there is a time window  for noti-
fications  which you also control.  The default time is from one hour 
before until one hour after the scheduled bus stop time . You may 
want to set a “tighter” window, especially if the same bus is in your 
area, perhaps serving another school, befor e or after your bus 
route.  
 
Q: How reliable are the notifications?  
A: The notifications are sent immediately when a GPS ping from 
your bus occurs within the notification zone. The scho ol bus sends 
regular GPS pings  to the app database in the cloud every 10 -20 
seconds. As with all technology, disruptions can occur. A lag can be produced if there is a disruption 
in cellular service or the GPS unit on the bus is disconnected. Make sure to monitor the app for bus 
moveme nt prior to the expected time of the bus.  
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